CBSE CLUSTER - II KABADDI
CHAMPIONSHIP 2018-19


IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Taking part in opening ceremony and March past is mandatory

for all schools and players.

2. All participating schools / players must attend opening ceremony and

march past in their school uniform.
3. Escort coach/Manager shall be held responsible for their student's
behaviour and use of slang language. The same shall be reported to
their school Principal/Management.
4. At the time of event in progress, only participating or qualified
student/player shall be entitled to enter the field arena. Other
students/players shall be expected to stay out of field arena.
5. Teams must give their attendance in first call 45 min prior to
scheduled time of event.
6. It is mandatory for all the schools to deposit the total amount

for all the days of competition as per CBSE norms at the time
of reporting.
7. To bring one school flag per team.

8. Escorting coaches and managers are expected to maintain their

students’ discipline.

9. Student movement after 10.00 pm outside their accommodation

room shall not be allowed.
10. It is mandatory for all the coaches & managers to stay with
students in their allotted accommodation room.

11. Bringing or use of tobacco packets, cigarette and liquor is strictly

prohibited in school campus.
12. If any coach/manager/student is found drunk or smoking in campus,
his/her team shall be disqualified with immediate effect and same will
be informed to their Principal.

13. Only Veg. Meals will be served in school campus. Eggs can be

made available on demand; it has to be informed earlier.
14. The host school shall not be responsible for any incident that
happens out of the school campus during outing of any
coach/manager/team or athletes.

15. School withdrawing without informing/requesting the Organizing

school, will be penalized with a Penalty or Rs.1000/-.
16. A Students, who has failed twice in a particular class, shall no more be
eligible to participate.
17. Any violation in eligibility (over age or Impersonation) shall be dealt

according to
Rules.

18. All the supporting papers verifying the age of the player, etc in original, as

per the
CBSE Guidelines & Rules shall be carried personally by the Team Manager/Coach
while reporting for participation.
19. The player’s right to participate forfeits if fails to produce the papers
supporting the
Eligibility in original on demand.
20. Host school is not responsible for those participating school are staying on
outside of school and any hotel.

